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What Ails the Academy?
American higher education and its discontents
by john s. rosenberg

F
rom the perspective of Harvard 
Yard—or Yale’s Old Campus, Swarth-
more’s sloping lawn, or Stanford’s 
Main Quad—higher education pres-

ents a pleasing prospect: lively students; 
lovely buildings; an otherworldly serenity 
(most of the time); visible evidence of stabil-
ity and strength, and the promise of prog-
ress and prosperity. 

But shift the view. Away 

from the elite, selective universities and 
colleges that host a single-digit percent 
of American higher-education seekers, 
the scene changes utterly: soaring public 
tuitions and student debt; abysmal rates 
of degree completion; queues for intro-
ductory classes and required courses, 
often taught by migratory adjuncts; 
fraught battles pitting liberal 
learning and education for citi-

zenship against pragmatic focus on voca-
tional training; a stagnant or falling rate 
of attainment among the population as a 
whole.

The distressing features of this much 
larger part of the higher-education indus-
try have spawned a critical, even dire, lit-
erature that merits attention for its own 
sake—and because the issues echo in the 
elite stratum, too. And for those seeking 
entry to the top-tier institutions, the ever 
more frenzied admissions lottery has be-
gun to provoke overdue skepticism. Here-
with, an overview of some recent books 
with heft.

Michael m. crow, former executive 
vice provost at Columbia, has since 

2002 been president of Arizona 
State University (ASU), at the 

center of the public-univer-
sity problem: rising de-
mand to enroll, and plum-
meting state funds to pay 

the bills. He has written 
and spoken indefati-

gably about impor-
tant issues. At the 
forefront is the 
need to educate 
the population 

at large, given that 
“our success in maintaining 

excellence in a relative handful 
of elite institutions does little to 
ensure our continued prosperity 
and competitiveness, especially 
if we stop to consider the dis-
proportionately few students 

worse on the outside,” he says. “I was hor-
rified and fascinated by this dichotomy, 
and I thought how interesting it would 
be to make a visual piece of art out of 
this.” And so, once a week during his ill-
ness, photographer and friend Riya Lerner 
photographed Scheuer with a medium-
format Rolleiflex from the 1970s, resulting 
in Between Two Spaces, a book of 27 black-
and-white photographs accompanied by 
text from his journal. In the book, Scheuer 
writes: “You can take something, whether 
it’s an illness, or emotional hardship, or a 
breakup, and create something out of that: 
it doesn’t have to be this isolated event 
that happens to you, but becomes a way 

for you to gain control of it, and make it 
into something new.”

Daniels—who had lost his own father 
a year before meeting and collaborating 
with Scheuer—says that working with 
someone unafraid to examine loss was 
both terrifying and exciting. “What I al-
ways like to say is that Benjamin is dan-
gerously honest. It’s so comforting when 
somebody just goes ahead and tells the 
truth.”

In The Lion, some of that truth is tru-
ly heartwarming—“My father has an 
old guitar and he plays me folk songs,” 
Scheuer sings in the show’s opener. 
“There is nothing I want more than to play 

like him”—and some is 
not, as when Scheuer 
recounts those fits of 
rage: “I ask my friend, 
‘What do you do when 
your dad breaks your toys?’ ” Scheuer re-
calls in one scene. “And he looks at me like 
I’m insane.” 

Ultimately, for Scheuer, “Songwriting is 
a way for me to understand what’s going 
on in my own mind and to be able to share 
those things with other people. To be able 
to take the worst things in my life—the 
things that I feel make me feel disconnect-
ed—and use them as connection is just 
amazing alchemy.”

Visit harvardmag.com 
to watch two animated 
music videos from  
The Lion. 
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Picturing Frederick� Douglass, by John 
Stauffer, professor of English and of African 
and African American studies, Zoe Trodd, 
Ph.D. ’09, and Celeste-Marie Bernier (Liv-
eright, $49.95). An “illustrated biography” 
built around a sumptuous catalog focused 
on the 160 poses of the man the subtitle 
calls “the nineteenth century’s most pho-
tographed American,” from c. 1841 to a 
posthumous image of 1895. A fascinating 
exploration of early photography, as Dou-
glass tried expressions and gestures from 
“defiant citizen” to “elder statesman,” and 
wrote about the evolving medium.

How the Internet Became 
Commercial, by Shane Green-
stein, MBA Class of 1957 professor 
of business administration (Princ-
eton , $35). 
How is it that a 
military and ac-

ademic research tool 
became a ubiquitous, 
commercial utility? A 
deep dive into the en-
gines of privatization 
and “innovation from 
the edges”—and the 
intersection, for re-
maining doubters, 
between government-funded basic inquiry 
and the subsequent growth of enterprise.

Exposed: Desire and Disobedience 
in the Digital Age, by Bernard E. Har-
court, J.D. ’89, Ph.D. ’00, S.J.D. ’05 (Har-
vard, $35). A Columbia law professor 
brings to light just how “exposed” every-
one is in the Internet era, and issues a call 
for “digital resistance” and for “courage 
and ethical choice…to do everything we 
can to resist the excesses of our exposi-
tory society.”

Witches of America, by Alex Mar ’98 
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $26). The 
author (Alexandra Marolachakis in her 
Crimson phase), a writer and filmmaker, 
proceeded from one of the latter proj-

ects to explore and engage in the beliefs 
and practices of the nature-worshipping, 
sometimes occult stuff of contemporary 
witchcraft. “I am not what you would call 
witchy,” she notes early on—an invitation 
to forget what you think you know.

How We Live Now, by Bella DePaulo, 
Ph.D. ’79 (Atria/Simon & Schuster, $26). 
Tract houses there may be, but a social 
psychologist documents the increasing-
ly nonnuclear families living within, and 
explores multigenerational households, 
housemates, cohousing, singledom, and 
more.

The Love of God, by Jon D. Levenson, 
List professor of Jewish studies (Princeton, 

O f f  t h e  S h e l f
Recent books with Harvard connections

An iconic daguerreotype, by an unk�nown 
photographer, c. 1853, of Frederick� 
Douglass, the abolitionist leader and 
America’s most famous ex-slave

1870s Japan: a pair of hand-tinted albumen 
prints by Raimund von Stillfried, showing 
two women posing, and a man costumed 
as a samurai warrior

fortunate enough to be admitted to these 
top schools.” ASU measures itself “not by 
those whom we exclude, but rather by those 
whom we include.” He demands that legacy 
organizations (academic departments, for 
example) adapt to better meet modern, in-
terdisciplinary challenges. And he champi-
ons “use-inspired research” of immediate, 
practical import (as opposed to, and along-
side, curiosity-driven, basic inquiries).

In pursuit of these aims, Crow claims to 
have set ASU on a fresh trajectory, what 
he terms the “New American University,” 
and has helped to organize the “Univer-
sity Innovation Alliance” of 11 major public 
institutions: a coalition dedicated to the 

genuinely essential mission of “making 
quality college degrees accessible to a di-
verse body of students,” particularly “large 
numbers of first generation, low-income 
students.” In a new category of its annual 
rankings, U.S. News & World Report put ASU 
atop its “most innovative schools.”

Crow and William B. Dabars have 
pulled his ideas together in Designing the 
New American University ( Johns Hopkins, 
$34.95), intended as an inspiration and 
a road map for quick-marching higher 
education into the twenty-first century. 
Given the urgency of the issues raised and 
Crow’s prominence in doing so, the result 
is, unfortunately, a missed opportunity.

The text alone will dismay lay read-
ers, and tax even committed educators. 
Take one representative sample: “As the 
central nodes of an integrative discovery 
and commercialization network, research 
universities are key institutional actors in 
national systems of innovation, a concept 
that encompasses theoretical and analyti-
cal frameworks for the interrelationships 
between entities that determine the rate 
and direction of innovation.” The legisla-
tor eager to encourage growth may find 
her attention wandering, and it is hard to 
imagine how faculty members might re-
spond to this vision.

But the substantive shortcomings mat-
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$29.95). A close interpretation of the core 
notion of love of God in Judaism’s texts, 
extending from the legal notion of dispar-
ity of power between God and mortals, to 
personal gratitude for God’s gifts, to the 
erotic symbolism inherent in this founda-
tional relationship.

This Gulf of Fire, by Mark Molesky, 
Ph.D. ’00 (Knopf, $35). A young histo-
rian, now at Seton Hall, comprehensively 
reconstructs the earthquake, tsunami, 
and fire that destroyed Lisbon in 1755—
an “apocalypse in the age of science and 
reason” (as the subtitle puts it) every bit 
as shattering and consequential in its era 
as mankind’s more recent experiences in 
Aceh, Fukushima, and elsewhere.

Houses for a New World: Builders 
and Buyers in American Suburbs, 
1945-1965, by Barbara Miller Lane, Ph.D. 
’62 (Princeton, $49.95). The Bryn Mawr 
historian emerita examines the 20 years 
during which homebuyers and merchant 
builders transformed house types, sub-
urban tracts, and their wider communi-
ties—to the tune of 13 million ranches, 
split-levels, etc., accommodating more 
than one-fifth of the population by the 
1970 census.

Ametora: How Japan Saved Ameri-
can Style, by W. David Marx ’01 (Basic 
Books, $26.99). A cultural history touch-
ing on such revealing moments as how re-
bellious Japanese youths adopted the clas-
sical American traditional (ametora) style. 
Cameras and television sets may go out 

of fashion, but Japanese fashion icons like 
Uniqlo have come to dominate the world, 
in part by sustaining made-in-America 
statements about clothing.

The Journey of “A Good Type,”� by 
David Odo (Peabody Museum/Harvard, 
$45). In an entirely different vein, Odo—
a Harvard Art Museums curator and an-
thropology lectur-
er—examines the 
Peabody’s holdings 
of ninetheenth-cen-
tury photographs 
of Japan. His argu-
ments about muse-
um collections and 
anthropology aside, 
casual viewers will 
be struck by the 
preindustrial views of Mount Fuji, the sam-
urai armor and imperial court costumes, 
chair-bearing porters, and pensive girls—as 
if from a different, yet familiar, universe.

Database of Dreams: The Lost 
Quest to Catalog Humanity, by Re-
becca Lemov, associate professor of the 
history of science (Yale, $35). A young his-
torian of social science—whose teaching 
examines such subjects as brainwashing 
and coercive interrogation—examines a 
pioneering 1950s Harvard-anchored at-
tempt to catalog dreams and other “soft” 
human experiences, anticipating contem-
porary databases and “big data” research.

The Secret of Our Success, by Joseph 
Henrich, professor of human evolution-

ary biology (Princeton, $29.95). A newly 
arrived Harvard faculty member (in a 
relatively new department) comprehen-
sively examines how humans—relatively 
vulnerable as individuals—succeed. The 
subtitle of his inquiry, “How Culture Is 
Driving Human Evolution, Domesticating 
Our Species, and Making Us Smarter,” 
suggests the breadth of his work on col-

lective intelligence—so be kind to admi-
rable analogs like bees and ants you may 
encounter.

Break�ing Ground, by Lucretia Hoover 
Giese, Ph.D. ’85, and Henry B. Hoover 
Jr. (University Press of New England, $45 
paper). A beautiful catalog and analysis 
of the striking, iconic modernist homes 
designed by Henry B. Hoover, M.Arch. 
’26—many of them in Harvard bedroom 
communities that became important 
residential centers for faculty members 
during the mid-century academic and 
suburban boom (see “The Modern Revo-
lution,” May-June, page 16G).

Henry Hoover’s mid-century modern  
Peavy House, in Lincoln, Massachusetts, 
overlook�ing the Cambridge Reservoir

ter more. For all their emphasis on the “de-
sign process” that is supposed to under-
gird the refashioning of universities, Crow 
and Dabars remain frustratingly silent on 
how to do so. The chapter on ASU during 
Crow’s tenure lists examples of depart-
ments joined in thematic and multidis-
ciplinary entities, but offers little insight 
about either the results or other paths to-
ward interfaculty collaboration. The larger 
question posed by “disruptive innovation” 
theorists Clayton M. Christensen and 
Michael B. Horn (see “Colleges in Crisis,” 
July-August 2011, page 40)—whether uni-
versities will be forced to separate their 
research, teaching, and civic-preparedness 

functions—is never addressed head-on. 
Should ASU be a research university, or is 
remaining so a legacy issue too politically 
costly to raise with faculty members and 
the public officials who control the purse 
strings? Finally, Designing the New American 
University simply has too little to say about 
teaching, which is at the core of ASU’s self-
identified mandate to become “an adaptive 
knowledge enterprise in real time and at 
scale”—especially given its aggressive, ex-
tensive use of technologically based teach-
ing, and its ambition to enroll 100,000 
“online and distance-education degree-
seeking students.”

The potential of online education itself is 

the subject of The End of College (Riverhead 
Books, $27.95), a journalistic tour of the 
evolving technology of teaching by Kevin 
Carey of the New America Foundation, a 
frequent contributor to The New York Times 
and other media. Carey’s title may suggest 
a fatal, and unwanted, disassembling of 
higher education, à la Christensen—and he 
is indeed critical of the high cost and poor 
quality of much undergraduate instruc-
tion. But his subtitle points in the more 
positive, or utopian, direction of “Creating 
the Future of Learning and the University 
of Everywhere.” In his UofE, unanchored 
from, say, desert Arizona, “education re-
sources that have been scarce and expen-
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sive for centuries will be abundant and 
free” through digital pipelines. Admissions 
“will become an anachronism” because the 
UofE will be “open to everyone” on Earth. 
Learning this way “will be challenging,” 
with “no more ‘gentleman’s Cs,’ no grade 
inflation, no more slacking through adoles-
cence.” And traditional credentials, based 
on course units and credit hours, “will fade 
into memory,” with two- and four-year 
degrees superseded by students accumu-
lating “digital evidence of their learning 
throughout their lives.” 

Perhaps. One online pioneer, Udacity, 
has segued from providing massive open 
online course (MOOC) versions of college 
classes to fee-based instruction on com-
puter programming, Coursera is venture-
funded as a for-profit enterprise, and the 
Harvard-MIT edX online venture is cer-
tainly interested in generating revenue to 
offset the huge costs of creating its cours-
es, at a minimum. (HBX, Harvard Business 
School’s separate online venture, is already 
fee-based, and poised to earn significant 
revenue on its own and through its new 
venture with the Extension School.)

Lots of those prospective learners 
around the world lack reliable Internet 
access, sufficient prior preparation, or the 
language skills to take advantage of the 
courses now on offer. As for rigor and in-
tegrity: in August, Harvard and MIT re-
searchers identified a new form of cheat-

ing on edX courses, in which registrants 
create multiple accounts to get the right 
answers to online exercises—particularly 
in pursuit of an online credential. And thus 
far, acceptance of credentials from general 
online courses (as opposed to those nested 
within a distance-degree program, or a 
specifically vocational offering like Udac-
ity’s “nanodegrees”) is nil.

But those caveats about today aside, Car-
ey validly aims for the not-too-distant fu-
ture. He is sharp on the Ph.D. culture that 
understandably prioritizes the creation of 

knowledge, but often sells teacher training 
woefully short, making “many American 
universities…grotesquely expensive and 
shamefully indifferent to undergraduate 
learning.” He appreciates the research en-
terprise, and in fact helpfully guides read-
ers to Stanford, Carnegie Mellon, and else-

where, to introduce pioneers in computing 
and cognitive science whose discoveries 
make it possible to envision major advanc-
es in learning.

He is vivid on “the fundamental differ-
ence between computers and every other 
kind of information technology that came 
before them”: the distinctions between 
earlier advances in information storage 
(books, film) and movement (postal-en-
abled correspondence courses, radio, TV), 
and, now, information processing, adaptive 
artificial intelligence, and so on. In the fu-
ture, but not the indefinite future, online 
learning will go beyond recorded lectures 
and even the interactive exercises they 
now contain to something much better, he 
believes, finally addressing “the two most 
important aspects of college: how much 
it cost and how students learned”—both 
lamentably unaffected to date.

This vision, beyond the current crops of 
MOOCs, ultimately extends to transfer-
ring certification of learning—the tran-
script, the diploma—from institutions 
to the individual learners themselves, 
“[o]vercoming the college diploma’s tick-
like embeddedness in the labor market.” 
The result, Carey thinks, will be remark-
ably positive for humanity, but not so 
much for the current “inefficient hybrid 
university model” whose hidden costs 
and internal subsidies are “a feature, not 
a bug.” Thus, back to the Christensen dis-
ruptions looming on the horizon.

The challenges that engage Crow and 
Carey resonate throughout higher educa-
tion, although thus far with diminished 
force among the best-endowed, most com-
petitively funded research universities and 
colleges. For earnest high-school students 
and their tense parents, the biggest concern 
is not elite institutions’ viability, but how to 

George Wittenberg seek�s the source 
of the assertion, “Sub-specialization is a 
form of protective coloration.”

“his error is himself”� (May-June). Julian 
Kitay serendipitously came across the 
very quotation he wrote down in a lecture 
67 years ago: “Why argue with any man’s 
error when it is his error that is he? As 
well seek to convince a cow that the most 
dazzling creature on earth is not a cow, or 
prove to a pig that the finest resident of 
our world is not a pig.” He is still trying to 
source it. In response to the original que-
ry, meanwhile, Joshua Koltun suggested, 
“It is difficult to get a man to understand 
something when his salary depends upon 
his not understanding it”—which Wiki-
quote attributes correctly to Upton Sin-
clair’s 1935 memoir of his candidacy for 
governor of California:  I, Candidate for 
Governor: And How I Got Licked (repr. UC 
Press, 1994), page 109.

“A Jew is defined”� (July-August). Mi-
chael Bohnen suggested Rabbi Eliezer 
Berkovits (1908-1992) as a source, citing 
an April 14, 2014, article (“The Hidden 
Message of the Four Children”) by Rabbi 
Avi Weiss in The Jewish Press.com, in 
which the Berkovits remark is offered as 
a sociological comment on the effect of 
assimilation. Bernard Witlieb cited an 
anecdote from Ronnie S. Landau, The 
Nazi Holocaust (2006), page 27: “One wit, 
who clearly had genuine insights into the 
social and familial values of the Jewish 
community, would later turn Hitler’s 
Nuremberg laws definition on its head 
and defined a ‘real Jew’ as anyone who 
has produced three Jewish grandchil-
dren!”

Send inquiries and answers to “Chapter 
and Verse,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware 
Street, Cambridge 02138 or via e-mail to 
chapterandverse@harvardmag.com.

C h a p t e r  &  ve r s e
Correspondence on not-so-famous lost words

Carey criticizes the Ph.D. culture that makes 
many universities expensive and “shamefully 
indifferent to undergraduate learning.”
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Calling All Harvard Authors!Calling All Harvard Authors!

get a fat envelope or its e-mail equivalent.
By almost any metric, the process has 

become unhinged. As admissions rates 
plunge toward 5 percent (recent Stan-
ford and Harvard classes) and the com-
mon application facilitates applying, 
students who formerly aimed for half a 
dozen schools routinely send checks off to 
a score. Standardized-test preparation is 
a multibillion-dollar industry—and obvi-
ously disadvantages lower-income appli-
cants. No parent who knows children in a 
good prep school, or even a good suburban 
school system, is unaware of the phonied-
up public-service “experience,” often paid 
for, the chief aim of which is buffing up an 
essay, world betterment be damned. The 
New York Times, knowing its readership, 
blogs about admissions, and is now spon-
soring a for-fee conference about it. None 
of this brings credit to anyone, and none of 
it produces much of worth for society.

One response aims at the students and 
parents who find themselves mid-frenzy. 
Where You Go Is Not Who You’ll Be (Grand 
Central, $25), by Times columnist Frank 
Bruni, offers itself as an “antidote” to the 

mania. He skewers the “industrialization 
of the…admission process” with its “Ivory 
Tower porn” marketing and, to extend 
the metaphor, “fluffing” of candidates. For 
those whose efforts fall short, the “great, 
brutal culling” of rejection falls with the 
deadly weight of a “conclusive measure of 
a young person’s worth, a binding verdict 
on the life that he or she has led up until 
that point.” As if admission, and not the 
effect of the ensuing education, wherever 

obtained, were the point of the exercise—
sort of like confusing childbirth with the 
subsequent decades of the new life itself.

Bruni is a reporter; much of what he 
does most usefully is report on the lives 
of people, in every walk of life, who went 
to less than gilt-edged colleges (some you 
never dreamed of), learned a great deal, 
and succeeded in engaging, productive, 

worthwhile lives. He also reveals his own 
collegiate secret: after prepping at Loomis 
Chaffee, he turned down Yale to enroll 
at the University of North Carolina (his 
siblings went to Amherst, Dartmouth, 
and Princeton)—and had an absolutely 
foundational, broadening education. He 
observes the virtue of pursuing a life that 
does not unfold in a straight line—resist-
ing the false, and unfair, presumption that 
“life yields to meticulous recipes.” And he 

has intriguing things to say about an era 
of personal “brands” in which “everything 
imaginable is subdivided into microcli-
mates of privilege and validation”—in-
cluding higher education, “with needlessly 
hurtful consequences” that begin with de-
flated teenagers and their parents, and can 
end with utterly warped life priorities.

Lani Guinier looks beyond Bruni’s per-

Guinier stresses that a college’s success  
“is measured by the skills and contributions of  
its graduates, not its admitted students.”
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sonal narratives and advice to the societal 
consequences of college admissions as the 
ultimate funneling device. In The Tyranny 
of the Meritocracy (Beacon, $24.95), the Bos-
key professor of law advances a broad ar-
gument about the definition of merit as 
social benefit rather than as individual 
accomplishment, and the role of inclusive-
ness in strengthening the civic fabric and 
better addressing human problems.

Focusing on the SAT as a proxy for cre-
dentials, and on admissions to selective 
schools (which she knows as student at 
Radcliffe and Yale Law, as professor, and 
as Yale College parent), she goes after the 
“testocracy, a twenty-first-century cult of 
standardized, quantifiable merit [that] val-
ues perfect scores but ignores character.” 
Its sway not only excludes those whose 
life circumstances and means disadvan-
tage them in test-taking (see Bruni’s “fluff-
ing”), but devalues “democratic merit,” 
an “incentive system that emphasizes not 
just the possession of individual talent and 
related personal success but also the abil-
ity to collaborate and the commitment to 
building a better society for more people.”

One need not accept the wider argu-
ment to acknowledge Guinier’s focus on 
the defects, from society’s perspective, of 
the Darwinian, quantitative admissions 
process: “Meaningful participation in a 
democratic society depends upon citizens 
who are willing to develop and utilize 
these three skills: collaborative problem 
solving, independent thinking, and cre-
ative leadership. But these skills bear no 
relationship to success in the testocracy.” 
Her examples of programs and teaching 
practices that elicit leadership skills and 
learning gains underscore the narrowness 
of rote testing, much grading, and many of 
the winnowing devices that make deluged 
admissions officers’ lives simpler—but 
perhaps deliver little else of value.

In a way, Guinier is attempting to return 
education to its first principles. In the final 
exam for a Harvard Law class, she permits 
(but does not require) students to work 
in small groups, modeling the way she 
has practiced law in collaboration with 
colleagues—a small instance of testing “as 
a learning opportunity rather than just a 
judging opportunity.” Her larger point is 

Existence as 
Resistance
Black Chronicles II,  
an exhibit at 
Harvard’s Cooper 
Gallery, calls for a 
more representa-
tive history.
harvardmag.com/cooper-15

A Conversation with  
Mia Alvar ’00
The fiction writer 
talks about her 
short-story 
collection, In the 
Country. harvard-
mag.com/
alvar-15

Explore More
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“Once Upon a Time” 
in Translation

A publisher brings world literature to young Anglophones. 
 

by spencer lenfield

Most american kids have 
probably never heard of 
Tonke Dragt’s The Letter for 
the King—a fantasy tale of 

good and evil, feuding kingdoms, and a 
questing teenage squire named Tiuri—but 
for millions of Dutch readers the book is a 
childhood classic, akin to Charlotte’s Web or 
The Hobbit. First published in 1962, Dragt’s 
book had never been made available to Eng-

lish-language readers until Adam 
Freudenheim ’96, the publisher 
and managing director of the Lon-
don-based Pushkin Press and its 
imprint Pushkin Children’s, took 
on that task and published a new 
edition last year.

As translator Laura Wat-
kinson finished each chapter, 
Freudenheim took it home to a 
highly critical test audience: his 
two elder children, Nina and 
Max (then 10 and 8 respective-
ly). “They’d ask, ‘What’s next?’ 
And I had to say, ‘I don’t know!’ ” 
he recalls. Then Watkinson sent 
the second half of the book in a single 
chunk. Freudenheim took it home as usu-
al, but found the next morning that Max 
had stolen the 150 pages in the middle of 
the night and read it all in one sitting. 
That, he says, “is when I knew I had a hit.”

The Letter for the King was named a “Book 
of the Year” by several critics and sold so 
well, Pushkin has reprinted it three times. 
More important to Freudenheim is that 
the book helped fill a gap he has found in 
the English-language middle-school-aged 
children’s market. Picture books “have had 
an incredible renaissance over the past 
couple decades,” he explains, and young-

adult books can be rainmakers for pub-
lishers. But pickings are far slimmer for 
the age group in between. Wary of what 
he calls the abundance of “me-too” series 
(hastily written to catch the latest trend), 
Freudenheim decided to look instead for 
engaging stories “with a literary appeal” 
and “children’s writers who are writers, not 
just writing for children as a cynical mar-
keting exercise.” 

The result is an impressive and diverse 
catalog. The Oksa Pollock fantasy series, 
written by French librarians Anne Pli-
chota and Cendrine Wolf, stars a plucky 
13-year-old who learns that she is not only 

that an educational institution’s success “is 
measured by the skills and contributions of 
its graduates, not its admitted students.” It 
is distressing to have to be reminded that 
that is true value-added—the antithesis of 
admissions as personal branding.

Bruni begs students and parents to 
change their behavior within the applica-

tion process. Guinier would reengineer the 
system itself. Both refocus on the aims of 
education, rather than the winner-takes-
all admissions gauntlet, with its many in-
dividual losers and diminished prospects 
for social gain. What that education will 
look and feel like in elite institutions is 
relatively familiar, at least for the nonce. 

But for the vast majority of students in the 
vast majority of less selective schools, the 
terrain is shifting in face of economic pres-
sure and technological opportunity, from 
Arizona to the U of Everywhere. 

John S. Rosenberg is editor of Harvard Maga-
zine.

Adam Freudenheim
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